. In short, the recognition (old/new judgement) and semantic (abmagnitude of response in these regions is predictive of stract/concrete judgement) tasks. Regions associated successful retrieval. with priming were only modulated during the semantic Studies using tasks that involve repeated semantic task, whereas regions associated with retrieval success judgments on words reveal a separate network of rewere modulated during both tasks. These findings gions, associated with "conceptual priming." Ventral constrain functional-anatomic accounts of the netand dorsal left inferior frontal gyrus and left temporal works, suggesting that processes associated with primcortex exhibit reduced activity for old compared to new ing do not support explicit recognition judgments.
Figure 1. The Mixed Blocked and Event-Related Experimental Design Used during a Single fMRI Run
Subjects performed multiple study-test sessions, with scanning only occurring at test. This figure shows the structure of a single test session. Top: at test, each functional run was blocked; subjects alternated between fixating on a cross-hair and performing the recognition and semantic judgment tasks. Task order was alternated across scans. Bottom: within each memory block, subjects were presented with temporally jittered test items.
are the only regions modulated by these particular retask. Activity increases associated with explicit retrieval success were also explored to understand their relation trieval processes, or that these regions support memory retrieval processes exclusively. Rather, the approach to conceptual priming effects and to ask whether they can support recognition in the absence of any priming rests on the demonstration that activity within each set of regions provides an index of a particular retrieval associated activity reductions. If regions associated with conceptual priming show no reduction during the process. Two specific questions are pursued. (1) Can the two networks described above be functionally dissorecognition task, this would suggest that conceptual priming does not support the contribution of familiarity ciated? And from a cognitive perspective, (2) to what degree do these separate networks contribute to perforto recognition memory. mance on explicit memory tasks such as old/new recognition-a judgment that relies in part on familiarity based Results recognition processes.
At study, subjects made semantic judgments to words Behavioral Recognition memory performance showed a mean hit using an abstract/concrete judgment task (Demb et al., 1995) . At test, old and new words were presented and rate of 91% and false alarm rate of 13%. Reaction time data revealed that responses were significantly faster subjects alternated between the same semantic (abstract/concrete) task and an old/new recognition task.
for hits than correct rejections (across subject means of 863 ms and 954 ms, respectively; t[21] ϭ 4.56, p Ͻ As Figure 1 shows, each task was presented in a discrete block, separated by blocks of a baseline task (fixation), 0.001). Examining responses to all old and new test items during the recognition task, mean reaction times but within each task block, the test items were jittered and pseudo-randomized using event-related procewere faster for old than new items (988 ms and 1035 ms, respectively). However, this difference did not reach dures. This mixed "blocked and event-related" design allows the transient item-related responses to old and significance (p Ͼ 0.1). By contrast, a clear priming effect was observed in the semantic task; significantly reduced new test words to be examined while controlling for possible sustained differences in subjects' overall cogreaction times for old compared to new words (869 ms and 946 ms, respectively; t[21] ϭ 6.83, p Ͻ 0.0001). nitive set or state (cf. Donaldson et al., 2001; Donaldson and Buckner, 2001 ).
Using measures of activity within the networks deImaging Statistical whole-brain activation maps were formed to scribed above, we ask whether regions that exhibit conceptual priming reductions during the semantic task examine the old minus new difference for each task. Items were not divided based on performance accuracy show similar reductions during the old/new recognition Figure 2 shows regions that exhibit a significant differtified by peaks, are listed in Table 2 (both positive and negative differences are listed). ence between old and new test items during the explicit recognition task. A network of areas previously shown Time Course Data The time course of activation was examined in a hypothto be related to retrieval success during recognition memory was observed, including left and right lateral esis-driven fashion based on previous findings (see Introduction). Targeted analyses were conducted using a parietal cortex, medial parietal cortex (precuneus), left dorsal middle frontal gyrus, and left anterior prefrontal random effects statistical analysis, testing the specific hypotheses outlined in the Introduction and exploring cortex (at or near Brodmann area 10). The regions of activation match closely those seen in previous eventthe temporal dynamics of the old/new effects. Two sets of a priori regions were defined as being retrieval sucrelated studies of retrieval success (cf. Donaldson . This approach has the potential to reduce the size of any effects that are found Figure 3 shows regions that exhibit a significant difference between old and new test items during perforbecause a priori regions are unlikely to exactly match the maximum activation points in the present data. It mance of the semantic judgment task. Two sets of regions are clear. The same network of areas that was does, however, strengthen confidence in any dissociation found between the two tasks. more active for old than new stimuli during the recognition task is also seen for the semantic task, including left All time course data are displayed as subtraction waveforms-showing differences in hemodynamic reand right lateral parietal cortex, medial parietal cortex (precuneus), left dorsal middle frontal gyrus, and anterior sponse between old and new test items. This allows the size and direction of the effects of prior exposure to prefrontal cortex. In addition, a second set of regions, similar to that previously observed to correlate with conbe seen clearly, highlighting features that distinguish forms are essentially flat, with no clear hemodynamic response. Thus, regions previously associated with retrieval success effects are modulated by prior exposure to an item during both recognition and semantic judgpriming from retrieval success effects. The presence of comparable effects for both fast and pared to Ϫ0.05% during the semantic task), suggesting that it played minimal, if any, role in supporting perforslow responses does not provide strong evidence for a specific association with either recollection or familiarmance in the recognition task. Analysis Based on Reaction Time ity. Of course, this finding could reflect little more than the fact that slow responses are associated with inOne basis for distinguishing between recollection and familiarity is response time, with familiarity generally creases in both recollection and familiarity relative to fast responses. Regardless, the analyses suggest that the thought to occur more rapidly than recollection (cf. Hintzman and Curran, 1994) . Certain forms of recolleceffect is not specifically associated with recollection processes that are engaged when decisions rely solely tion, associated with the retrieval of noncriterial information or associative information, may also occur relatively on slow, extended, controlled, or search-like processing. quickly (cf. Yonelinas and Jacoby, 1996) . Nonetheless, comparison of the magnitude of the retrieval success Discussion effects in fast and slow recognition trials provides some degree of constraint on the kind of retrieval processes Neural correlates of processes supporting explicit and implicit memory retrieval were identified and dissociated supported. Specifically, if retrieval success effects are only present for slow responses, this would suggest that using fMRI. First, a network of regions (lateral and medial parietal cortex, left dorsal middle frontal gyrus, and antethey are more likely associated with controlled recollec- teristics of an automatic familiarity process more than a controlled strategy-based recollective process. Evidence lending weight to this possibility comes from the analysis of the retrieval success effect based on reaction rior prefrontal cortex, cf. Figure 2) exhibited more transient activity in response to old than new test items time. The retrieval success effect was similar in magnitude for fast and slow recognition decisions, a finding that during both the recognition and semantic judgment tasks. Second, a separate network of regions (left dorsal is difficult to reconcile with an account solely in terms of a slow search-like recollection process. Moreover, and ventral inferior frontal gyrus and left temporal cortex, cf. Figure 3) exhibited less transient activity in rethe fact that retrieval success regions are independent of regions showing state-related activity associated with sponse to old than new test items during the semantic judgment task but not the recognition task. top-down "retrieval mode" processes provides additional support to this conclusion (cf. Donaldson et al., In addition to the two networks being neuroanatomically distinct, the difference between old and new items 2001). Finally, we stress that there is good evidence that these effects reflect a retrieval mechanism that supports occurs in the opposite directions between networks, and the networks are functionally dissociable, with modrecognition performance; the size of the response in these regions is predictive of successful retrieval during ulation in the conceptual priming regions being dependent upon task demands. The implications of these findrecognition memory (cf . Sanders et al., 2000) . , 1998a, 2000) . The presa repeated item. Consistent with this account, recent behavioral evidence suggests that different forms of ent data add weight to the conceptual priming account of these regions, but highlight an important constraint, conceptual priming are revealed depending on the task employed (cf. Vaidya et al., 1997; Gabrieli et al., 1999). process specificity. Priming-related modulations were only present when both the item and the task were This possibility also raises a suggestion for why activity reductions were noted across tasks in the present study: repeated-minimal priming reductions were found in the recognition task in this network of regions. This finding the study and test procedures were the same in the semantic task and differed in the old/new recognition suggests that the benefit of previously experiencing an item is selective, operating in a process-specific mantask. ner. By this account, priming will occur if a task requires the recapitulation of processing, as is suggested by a 2 and 6 ). This finding is important in two respects. First, it adds weight to the general hypothesis that processes supporting implicit and explicit memory are functionally and neurally dissociable. Second, it speaks to current debate about the possible relation between priming and familiarity outlined in the Introduction. In short, we believe that the present data support the hypothesis that conceptual priming does not contribute to familiarity processes underlying successful recognition memory performance.
On the Relationship between Processes Supporting Explicit and Implicit
Behavioral ( Two important a priori assumptions underlie this conclusion. First, the network of regions exhibiting old/new effects during the semantic task condition does indeed reflect the operation of a conceptual priming mechanism. Theoretically, regions exhibiting increased activity for old than new items during the semantic task could reflect processing associated with priming. There is, however, considerable evidence in support of the assumption that priming is associated with decreases in activity (see Introduction; cf. Schacter and Buckner, 1998, for a review). Second, our interpretation rests on the assumption that performance on the recognition memory task was associated, to some degree, with familiarity. It could be argued that performance was based entirely or largely upon recollection, in which case priming effects associated with familiarity would be absent or minimal. As noted above, the retrieval success regions were modulated by both fast and slow recognition responses, a finding that is difficult to reconcile with a controlled recollection account of the retrieval success effects. Moreover, recent accounts of recognition memory suggest that performance typically involves a combina- study-test overlap was more pronounced in a recognition test. In the present study, the processing requirements during performance of the recognition task could reflect little more than "component overlap," that is, a reduction were only matched at study and test for the semantic task. Repeating the semantic judgment presumably led due to priming that occurs at the same time as, and in the same regions as, an enhancement due to other processing to priming effects because of the overlap in processing demands, whereas switching to a recognition task at test demands. Although logically possible, this seems unparsimonious and somewhat unlikely-opposing effects would did not. Thus, the present findings support the conclusion that under typical episodic memory testing condihave to match near perfectly to cancel out. Second, the absence of an effect could reflect a type I error. Although tions, conceptual priming effects associated with implicit memory do not support explicit recognition memory. null effects should be considered with caution, the findings presented here represent the most bounded, and However, it seems plausible that, when no information is available from the explicit retrieval success network therefore most interpretable, form of null result. The subtraction time courses presented in Figure 6 are esto support task performance and study-test overlap is sufficient, it may be possible for subjects to resort to sentially flat for the recognition task, representing a mean difference of zero. By contrast, priming effects the use of other sources of information in making recognition judgements, including conceptual priming effects.
were present and detectable during performance on the semantic task, under conditions of similar power. MoreFinally, we highlight two important caveats. First, the absence of a modulation within priming-sensitive regions over, regional analyses showed the effect to be near zero priming does not contribute toward processes supporting successful explicit memory retrieval. This finding adds weight to current behavioral and neuropsychological evidence for a distinction between implicit memory processes associated with priming and the explicit memory process of familiarity that supports performance on recognition memory tasks. Macintosh computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA) and Psyscope software The dissociation is 2-fold. First, equivalent effects are present for (Cohen et al., 1993) controlled stimulus display and recorded rethe recognition (black) and semantic judgment (red) tasks within the sponses from a fiber-optic key-press device. An LCD projector (Amretrieval success network, whereas significant effects are only found Pro model LCD-150) projected stimuli onto a screen at the head of in the conceptual priming network during the semantic task. Second, the scanner, viewable via a mirror attached to the coil. Subjects the difference between old and new items is positive going in the performed six functional runs during which 128 sets of 16 contiguous retrieval success network but negative going in the conceptual prim-8 mm-thick axial images were acquired parallel to the anterioring network. This interaction provides strong support for a funcposterior commissure plane. The first four images in each run altional-anatomic dissociation between the memory processes assolowed stabilization of longitudinal magnetization; these images were ciated with these two networks of regions. used to facilitate alignment, but were excluded from analysis of the functional data.
Experimental Procedures

Subjects and Materials
when data were pooled across regions, an approach that
Behavioral Paradigm
Each functional run was preceded by an unscanned study session provides considerable power (see Figure 7) . In short, the using an incidental encoding task. A list of 28 words (half abstract, results likely reflect the true absence of an effect, rather half concrete) was presented twice. Using a 2.5 s intertrial interval, than the failure to find an effect that is present. Tables 1 and 2 were derived from the activation maps, and were generated using a statistical threshold of 6 or more voxels above p Ͻ trials. The presentation of test items was time-locked to the onset of successive whole-brain image acquisitions. Each test item was 0.001 (note that each voxel ϭ 3 mm 3 ). This threshold is equivalent to that used previously by Buckner et al. (1998a) and was verified displayed for 750 ms, followed by a cross-hair for the remainder of the 2.5 s trial. Test items presented during memory task blocks were to yield few false positives. When multiple peaks occurred within 12 mm of each other, the peak with the highest z value was kept. jittered by interspersing gaps (i.e., the fixation trials) throughout the blocks, such that short fixation periods occurred during the task blocks Statistical analyses examined differences between old and new test items. Whole-brain activation maps were formed to examine as well as during the continuous fixation blocks. Trial order within each block was pseudo-randomized so that each type of event (presentation the old minus new difference for each task. In addition, random effects statistical analysis was performed, using regions of interest of old, new, and fixation trials) was equally likely to follow each other, using procedures described in Buckner et al. (1998a) . defined a priori as being retrieval success or conceptual priming regions, based on the locations of peak activation points taken from Recognition and semantic judgment task blocks were identical other than in the instructions given to subjects. During recognition studies in which memory effects have been found previously (taken from Donaldson et al., 2001, and Buckner et al., 2000, respectively). task blocks, subjects were required to discriminate between old (studied) and new (unstudied) words. During semantic task blocks, subjects For each seed point, a region was defined within the combined statistical map of transient responses to both old and new stimuli judged whether each word was abstract or concrete (the same task performed at study). Subjects were told that the test items would during both episodic and semantic tasks. Specifically, all voxels within 12 mm of the peak location that were more significant than be a mixture of abstract and concrete words during the recognition task, but that their task was just to judge whether or not the words p Ͻ 0.001 were included in the region. For each region, the difference in hemodynamic response between old and new test items was were old. Similarly, they were told that the test items would be a mixture of old and new words during the semantic task, but that extracted for both the recognition and semantic tasks; the mean magnitude (in percent signal change, defined above) of the response their task was simply to judge whether the words were abstract or concrete. For both tasks, responses were to be made as quickly to old and new test items was extracted at each of seven poststimulus time points. For statistical tests based on a random effect analyand accurately as possible, using the first fingers of the left and right hands. The mapping of fingers to old and new and to abstract sis, the estimated amplitude of the response was extracted for each region for each subject, based on the difference between peak and concrete responses was counterbalanced across subjects.
(third) and baseline (first) time points.
Data Analysis
